
Have shown that Robert Elliot as a witness to the estate of Arthur Alger, and 
listed as joining the Black Point (Scarborough) Garrison, Robert Elliot was a 
part of the King Philip war in the Black Point region in 1776.

In the Richmond's Island (Rev Robert Jordan land) at the time Robert Elliot 
was in the Scarborough region also Robert Elliot was there.



Shows names Frost, Alger, John and Richard Cutt.

Robert Elliot; Will



Basic assumptions;
1. This is the will of Robert Elliot and not two different 

Robert Elliots. Such as a Robert Eliot and a Robert 
Elliott.

2. Spellings are taken to be correct for their date. Not Elliott 
for Elliot.

3. Land which is past down to descendents, is land which 
Robert Elliot has lived on at one time in his life.

4. Son-in-laws are son-in-laws at the date given. 
5. Last name of son-in-laws may have been used to name 

land which lasts into this date.
6. Establishment of these in-laws, and land will be accepted 

that Robert Elliot has a prehistory with this land and in-
laws.

It should be noted that above the name on the 
will is Robert Elliot, not Eliot or Elliott but 



Elliot. 

The signature spells the name the same way.

The Will of;
Robert Elliot



4 son-in-laws;
  1.   Colonel George Vaughan

2. Captain Timothy Gerrish
3. Major Charles ffrost
4. Captain Daniel Greenough

(executors of the estate after bills and funeral charges are paid)

Question to be asked;

All of Robert Elliot son-in-laws are officers in service. 
Why is it Robert Elliot was never listed as an officer?





Locations;
1. Blew Point for Colonel Vaughan
2. Cape Elizabeth for Sarah and Margery Pepperell 
3. Champernown Island to Timothy and Sarah Gerrish
4. Dunston farm to Elliot Vaughan
5. Great Island Daniel and Abigail Greenough
6. Spurwink marsh farm Sarah Greenough
7. Kittery Commons  Elliot ffrost, Daniel and Abigail 

Greenough (North Parish; Berwick?)



Appoints;
1. Brother Willm Pepperrell Senr

2. Captn John ffrost
3. Captn  John Hollicom
4. Brother Willm Pepperrell Junr



overseers of this will which voids and 
nulls all previous wills.

Date of will;1718

note; Debts due to estate by Young, Black, 
Hollicomb, Shirtlife, and Yetton.

Family in-law surnames.
1. Gerrish
2. ffrost
3. Pepperrell
4. Vaughan



5. Hollicom
6. Greenough



Robert had sons; 
Margery (Batson) Young is felt to be the mother.

First son is Robert Eliot HC 1701;





Robert Eliot did not utilize the same spelling as his father Robert 
Elliot with the two “l”s and also spelled it as Ellet, common 
spellings during the time in Fermanagh, this is utilizing records. 

As indicated by the legal record. He it is felt the Robert Sr leaned toward the 
Ellet spelling in the Scarborough, where it is felt there would be a greater 
number of Scots, used for mill work along the coast. It was best to build the 
mills utilizing stream power, because of the strength of it, then ship products 
such as lumber, and ground grain from the region by boat, but these 
wilderness mills in the New Hampshire, and Maine, and Otter Neck utilized 
indentures.

When Robert Jr went to Harvard College he started to spell the name the way Harvard 
spelled it. John Eliot is known to be the apostle to the Indians, and he played an 
important part in the beginnings of Harvard College, and still recognized to this day. 
Could be where Cambridge received its name from Cambridge University.  

After Robert Jr went to Harvard the name from Ellet to Elliot became Eliot.



On the above; it is Robert Elliot senior, but Robert Eliot junior. The Vaughan, Gerrish, 
and Pepperrell are relations to Robert Elliot Sr daughters which are the in-laws.
These would be of the children of Margery (Batson) Young Elliot. The are still a lot of 
place names in the region of Eliot, Batson, Pepperrell, Gerrish, and Vaughan, felt to 
be derived from those above. Even above where Elliot (Eliot) the transcriber wants to 
spell it in a manner which he thinks is correct, but in the Portsmouth region, I as and 
Elliott say is Elliot evolved from the ulster Ellot which is correct for Senior.

Robert Eliot Jr, did not issue a son so the land did not travel through him. 

And example of what this region is doing with the name Dixon, have an aunt with the 
name Dixon from Mt Ayr, Iowa is as follows.



One can see the name Dixon in the York County, Maine, region as being spelled Dickson
Robert Eliot, gentleman of 1658 never existed, in 1659 it was Robert Ellet which 
became Robert Elliot.

The Harvard effect of genealogical research which my family the 
Ellot/Ellet/Elliot/Elliott but never the Eliot family had to deal with for over three 
centuries, and still to this day.

In utilizing the characteristics of my forefather Daniel Elet/Elliot of the testimony. In 
utilizing outside references which he utilized the words of Wm Rayment Jr and Good 
Ingersol, and the words of the affected, to support his point, that the accusations “were 
done out of sport”, and the best of Puritan educated in and Anglo European stratified 



society, where people only seem to accept knowledge from those at the top of the 
stratified structure, being a descendant of non stratified border reveivers that believe in 
self government and have the analytical capabilities of my forefathers, it is felt Harvard 
which believes in witches wins, but since doing this as a hobby, and the father's have 
proven truths, will go by my fathers, and say Robert Elliot Sr, went by Elliot towards the 
end of his life and not the English Eliot. People who believe his name is Eliot is because 
of the Harvard effect.

There are genealogical researches which want to put the authority of knowledge in 
hands of others, but I am doing my father's father and that becomes personal, and from 
what has been past down to me I am able to look up on the 
Elwald/Ellot/Ellet/Elliot/Elliott line. 

It was a majority of English speaking Americans which ascribed to the Harvard effect 
in 1692, and it is felt for my research if a thousand of pages are written with strong 
references, though verification of dad's work through YDNA, because of the Harvard 
effect, on today's genealogical environment I will not be believed. Part of this Harvard 
effect, is that people want to believe the line is English and not a border Scot. When 
concepts are accepted as being not ture then that is the beginning I want, because they 
still are a concept, only when they can be shown as being not true the Harvard effect is 
not in use.





Humphrey Elliot lived at Boiling Rock Point

Land above is near Boyling/Boiling Rock, and Cutt land.





Above it should be noted that the Scottish name Dixon (Nixon) has been 
changed to the English spelling of Dickson in a similar manner Ellot was 
changed to Elliot then to Eliot.  The neck of land was know as Eliot Neck 
way before the town of Eliot existed, and it is felt that people traveling up 
river from Kittery would go through Eliot Neck to get to Eliot, and Eliot 
Neck is on the border of Kittery and Eliot.





John Green, and Humphrey Axel, are of the families which went to South 
Carolina with Elizabeth Cutt Elliot Whetherick, and her sons Robert (after 
Robert Cutt) Elliot, and Champernowne (after Capt Champernowne) Elliot.





In 1685 Humphrey Elliot, et ux (and wife which is the step daughter of 
Champernowne), half of Champernown's Island (now Gerrish Island, after 
Timothy Gerrish son-in-law to Robert Sr). The Robert Eliot spelling is rare in 
the deeds for Robert Sr, and likely not the way Robert Sr spelled it, as can be 
seen Elliot (Eliot) where Eliot is a spelling correction by the transcriber.

It should be noted that the Humphrey Axall is listed in the records above.



Humphrey marries a Mary (Jenkins) Green.



It should be noted that of the land in the will of Robert Elliot Sr, is all of 
Maine, that has been distributed to heirs, which are in-laws to his four 
daughters. 



Do you remember the three Cutt brothers; Richard, John and Robert;



Note names Fernald and Spinney, family names of Eliot Neck.

Note names Nicholas Frost, son-in-law to Robert Elliot Sr and accused of 
witchcraft, and Sarah Anger.



Note names; Humphry Axtell, William Peprill, and Richard Cutt



Note name John Elliot      Richard had sons Richard, David, and Abraham, 
which John Elliot was granted guardianship of.



Note; John Elliot and Abraham Elliot were members of the Third Congregational 
Society in Portsmouth, NH  in 1761.  Confirms relation.

The above given which may lead to extrapolation that Richard could also be a son of 
Humphrey, something to be considered for a researcher at some future date.



After the names Robert, Richard, and John are used if the Robert Elliot Sr family could 
recall its Tullykelter roots the next name to be used is William.

It the name traveled with Robert and Champernowne to South Carolina, it could end up 
hidden in the records of another William Elliott of the region.

A William Elliott donated land for a Baptist church, in the Charleston region.

Note; (née Cutt) means Cutt is Elizabeth Witherick maiden name, not necessarily 
“beloved mother” though she is treat as a “belove mother”



William Elliott has directed Mrs. Elizabeth Wetherick to school a young lady, in a many 
a son or grandson would do.

Something in which I can not come to a conclusion on and it may afford more research.

Can and need not make a conclusion on above information, of what some researcher 
may have a need for in the future.



Conclusion,

Clementis Hob of Scotland  (Clement Crosar's Robert Ellot) is the father of  Hob Ellot 
(Robert Elliot of Armagh), and Dand Elliot (Daniel Elliot of Fremanagh/Tullykelter).

   Daniel Elliot of Tullykelter is the father of;
       William, Gawon (Gawain/Gavin), Robert, Mungo and Marke

       Robert Ellot of Tullykelter is the father of;
            Robert Elliot/Elliot Sr of Portsmouth, NH/Scarborough, ME
            Daniel Elliot of Framingham/Boston/Salem, MA

Mark Elliott  melliott.nm@gmail.com      5/23/2012  

any questions or more information.
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